**Alpinia galanga** (L.) Willd., “Khaa”, “Laos”

Native to Asian tropics.

L-88.0574, Singapore: from John Mood.
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L-81.0534, China: S.China B.G., Guangzhou. Probably DEAD.

L-83.0505, from Michael Kliks, as Undet.; voucher: KMN 3543 -E; to J. Kress 94-5263 -US.

L-83.0584, from Betty Ho, as Undet.

L-88.0093, Texas: Austin, Vietnamese grocery; Kim Kuebel; "Rieng". Probably DEAD.

L-88.0574, Singapore: from John Mood. (Has its own page.)

Left to right: A. conchigera L-99.0139, A. conchigera L-78.0549, A. galanga L-88.0574.
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